
This being
most proudly and simply

the

SECOND ACT

or
the Story of

“The Land Gentleman”

The NARRATOR appears over one of the sandy dunes and brushes herself off
and coughs.

NARRATOR:

Some may doubt my voracity, for although I am called a Witch, in a good way
mind you, they see no cauldron usually, although it does have its uses, nor am

I haggard...

She straightens up and betrays beauty and a figure of some roundness and
heft.

NARRATOR:

Nor wizened, nor dare I say, ugly. Nor for that matter as we have but recently
discovered...plain. As much as a cauldron does have its uses, I would prefer a

little broth and mutton if you must pry. For spells are but words in
thought...sometimes pure, sometimes not. Words in the very long ago, yes

before even I the altogether kind Alliaceae was but a thought of the Goddess,
were but the very act of creation itself. So you may if you wish, stir the pot as

the situation demands...but I prefer means most otherwise.

So. With words we will most quickly continue, and deal now with that which
crawls upon the Land. Different  yes, as we shall find, but like all good words

when combined, a similarity thou mind will soon discover from all these points
laid before you.

So as quickly as I shall most perkily appear for your gain and pleasure, must I
depart, for the next of this Tale is but a bit further down the Lane, and does

not sadly now pair me with such a Man, delicious and broad as we have such
discovered. And so I bid for now goodbye, and till the next time we meet, good

fortune and polite attention be yours.



The NARRATOR continues over the DUNE and in a sweeping gesture draws our
attention to a LANE somewhat more inland, but still within the glad confines of

our wondrous Shirona be.

EXTERIOR-THE LANE

The LAND GENTLEMAN, could be but a twin, or in this case a triplet, but is
much more hardened and musclebound, and is walking about in trousers, and
a shirt barely put between his shoulders, clearly not exactly Victorian, but as
stated previously, to the pot stirring we go now.

Coming from the other way is a tall and lanky gentleman, in a clerics coat and
hat, still its hard to see where the end and the beginning be, as because of his
lack of girth, a pair of churning walking legs he appears. In his hand clutched
most tightly is the “Good Book”. He appears like a steam conveyance in danger
of running into the LAND GENTLEMAN, until he wisely looks up and comes to
a halt and looks at the Man, waving the book like as a sword in font of him.

PREACHER: Have you found God my Child?

LAND GENTLEMAN:  I was not, as a general rule, aware that I had misplaced
him.

PREACHER: You attire, or should I say most politely lack of it, had me suspect
your humanity, for as you can see, dressed we all different here in Shirona.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Shirona?

PREACHER: Yes Shirona. Now as to the matter of your dress?

LAND GENTLEMAN; First, my clergy, I was not aware that I was wearing,
specifically a dress. But I gather your inquiry none the less. I am a smithy in
my native land, and thus most of my shirts because of my labors do not
befriend me for long.

The PREACHER nods.

PREACHER: Good hard work is the Lord’s favorite pastime.

LAND GENTLEMAN: And mine as well.

PREACHER: You are headed?



LAND GENTLEMAN: Towards the Village, I have important business there.

PREACHER: The nature of your business if I may be so bold as to ask.

LAND GENTLEMAN: I have been asked to fix something.

PREACHER: Fix something? In Shirona? Well I suppose...good day then. Be on
guard...for temptation is but around the corner.

The LAND GENTLEMAN grins madly, and laughs a deep throated laugh that
seems to come from the very depth of the globe itself.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Then I shall be on my guard then kind Clergy.

They both exchange nods and the PREACHER speeds on his way and the LAND
GENTLEMAN continues on his way.

EXTERIOR-MEADOW

In the meadow are the SEVEN DAUGHTERS (STEROPE, MEROPE, ELECTRA,
MAIA, TAYGETA, CELAENO, and MEROPE) of the PREACHER, each is dressed
as a DANCER. And each are listening to the music in their heads as well as the
music that you can hear only if you listen to the murmuring of the deep earth
below. Leading them is the eldest ELECTRA, and trying her best to keep up
with the rest of them the youngest MEROPE. They all slowly drop their
attention away from the dance, and towards the approaching LAND
GENTLEMAN. ELECTRA, visibly exerted from the dance walks slowly up to the
Man and puts her hand to her mouth and giggles.

ELECTRA: Hello kind Man, what brings you to The Dance?

LAND GENTLEMAN: I am on my way to the Village and this seemed the
quickest way.

ELECTRA: Then you were no doubt informed that might not be the case.

LAND GENTLEMAN: It was discussed yes.
And all of you?

ELECTRA: Are travelers the same as you, even if different ends may we be.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Good ends then?



ELECTRA: It depends on how you define good, kind Sir. 
Sit with us and get your rest here, tonight.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Unfortunately my business still lies in the Village.

ELECTRA: Then for the moment take Our Sister Merope. She has not been on
this place as long as the rest and the trip, however brief will do her practice.

MEROPE: Sister?

ELECTRA: Go with the Man...see what he wishes done. Tend to him as you
need to.
Return with him as soon as you can near the setting of the Sun.

MEROPE  nods and walks up to the man and takes his massive arm in hers
and looks up at him, and it seems her face gets a bit more color and she
coughs.

MEROPE: To the Village then.

EXTERIOR-SHIRONA

The LAND GENTLEMAN, and MEROPE, a bit stumbly in her dance, walk into
the Village and she giggles when she passes the massive girth of the Queen and
her statue.

MEROPE: She looks like she is in pain.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Some people would tend to agree with you.

MEROPE: Your business then.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Is a bit complicated.

MEROPE: I could wait for you here.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Perhaps that would be best. Do try to blend in.

MEROPE: They will see me as they wish to.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Then I wish to see you this way?

MEROPE: It would appear so.



LAND GENTLEMAN: I think I should like it here then.

MEROPE  twirls about and laughs.

MEROPE: I should entirely hope so Sir.
But go then, for if your business is as important as it seems, then to tarry is to
invite peril.

The LAND GENTLEMAN nods and walks further on and MEROPE does indeed
do her best to blend in.

INTERIOR-THE VILLAGE HALL

The LAND GENTLEMAN enters the space and makes his way to the BACK
ROOM which is the somewhat untidy but thorough office of the PREACHER. 

The PREACHER looks up from his things and remembering his earlier
conversation with the LAND GENTLEMAN plants a scowl upon his most noble
visage.

PREACHER: Excuse me kind visitor, but I find myself asking why you have
come to me, since unless my mind has gone faulty...you have me the
impression you were here to...”fix” things.

LAND GENTLEMAN: I am.

PREACHER: I was not under the impression that anything is broken here.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Ah but it is. Just because one has not discovered the
source of ones errors or vexation, does not mean that it is in fact not vexed.
Merely that one has not illuminated its intent or cause.

PREACHER: Your arguments are most convincing kind person. And I would in
its most general sense mind you, be inclined to agree. However discretion and
decorum being in fact soul mates forces me to ask, nay demand to what
authority do your opinions sprang from?

LAND GENTLEMAN: From the same place that yours springs from kind sir.

PREACHER; Then you are a man of God?

LAND GENTLEMAN; I am a Man...from that which God has with his broad 
stroke created.



PREACHER: That is not entirely the same thing.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Ah but it is, it is, and thus we have successfully found the
source of our collective vexation.

PREACHER: To this fixing then. 

LAND GENTLEMAN: Take your book for example.

PREACHER: My book?

LAND GENTLEMAN: Yes you grip it so tightly, do you look at it kind sir?

PREACHER: Look at it, of course I do, several times daily and nightly. 

LAND GENTLEMAN: The problem kind sir, is that if you grip it tightly you do
not give an equal time for anyone else to enjoy its beauty. If you loosen your
grip, it will travel far and wide. Which if I grasp the matter, is the very point of
it all.

PREACHER: I sense there is something else.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Yes the manner of your travel.

PREACHER: The manner of my travel? I do nothing but walk on that which my
Creator gave me.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Precisely. But you do so with the speed of one hell bent. If
I can be forgiven for uttering that in polite exchange.

PREACHER: You can.

LAND GENTLEMAN: One hell bent on rushing to your own end. One must
learn to slow down and enjoy the world as it passes beneath you. When I craft
steel and blade, I do so slowly, carefully, almost lovingly, for if I do not then the
process more than likely will be ruined. 

PREACHER: I will think on what you have said. But for now.

The PREACHER hands the LAND GENTLEMAN a printed sheet.

PREACHER: I will bid you good day. And in an effort to present you the truth of
that which is our faire Shirona, please do be so kind to come to our Ball and



Fancy Dress to mark the end of our Carnival, the very tomorrow night. Till then
again good day.

LAND GENTLEMAN: I will consider it...that is providing of course that I can
find a suitable companion to attend with.

PREACHER: I’m sure you will have no problem in that area.

The LAND GENTLEMAN gets up from his seat and nods and turns back to find
the door, the street and hopefully an out of trouble and circumstance
MEROPE. 

EXTERIOR-THE MAIN TOWN/SEACOAST-SHIRONA

The LAND GENTLEMAN exits from the TOWN HALL and smiles as he finds
MEROPE quite out of trouble. He looks at her.

LAND GENTLEMAN: I see you have managed to stay out of the stocks.

MEROPE  sticks her tongue out most unlady like to the man and deep
curtseys, once again proving the good fortune that gazing at the young can
provide.

MEROPE: I do not do much.

LAND GENTLEMAN: That my dear is about to change.

The young girls expression changes to pure glee, and the LAND GENTLEMAN
perks his ears up and off in the distance is the sound of the Carnival and of the
wondrous childlike joy that awaits the two.

MEROPE: Where are you taking me then.

LAND GENTLEMAN: If my ears do not deceive me, and if the Preacher was not
in error in his speech, I believe there is a Carnival on the other edge of town.
To Carnival then!

MEROPE brightens even more and the two of them head in the direction of the
noise.



INTERIOR-ALLIACEAE’S HOUSE

ALLIACEAE is seemingly and somewhat absentmindly tossing things into a
steaming cauldron, while her erstwhile servant Nit stirs the pot. She turns and
looks forward and clears her throat and becomes the NARRATOR once again.

NARRATOR:

And so our two Actors in this play of Life wander off into the majesty, fun, and
terror that is the Carnival. A place of fun and intrigue. Exactly the place that

earth and Stars would choose on Holiday.

Now you might ask and please do, is this alliance a sign of things to come or
be. The only thing I will say is that if that fact be true, all things come with a

price to pay, some cheap, some not. But always it must be paid.

So let our two cavort and gavotte to their mutual splendor, for Night fast
approaches and Truth will be told before long, and this Union if it is to suceed

will face its first hurtle.

But for now goodbye.

ALLIACEAE picks up a frog which appears to wrap itself on the lip of the
cauldron and refuses to voluntarily join the rest of the up until now willing
ingredients and she reaches down and takes a tiny club and bops it in the
head and stuns it and pushes it in the teaming mass, and NIT dutifly
continues to stir the pot for his Mistress.

EXTERIOR-MEADOW

The sun has almost set completely and the LAND GENTLEMAN and MEROPE
are walking along the path through. Ahead of them the remainder of the
DAUGHTERS are still in their dance, but even so are keeping watch on the
approaching NIGHT. MEROPE stops and the LAND GENTLEMAN does as well
and faces her.

MEROPE: I had a most enjoyable day and evening with you kind sir. And I will
ask about this other dance you speak of.

LAND GENTLEMAN: I too enjoyed myself and I wish to express a desire to go
further with this. I just am not sure who to ask, your Father, or if there is
someone else I should inquire with.



MEROPE bites her lips and looks at the man and sighs.

MEROPE: That along with the Ball, is a somewhat complicated manner. And in
a moment will be explained, but for now goodnight.

MEROPE  looks ahead and sees that her Sisters have already ascended and
she is in danger of being late...again. She leans up to kiss the man and in a
flash ascends up into the heavens leaving a half puckered and incredibly
bewildered LAND GENTLEMAN. That is until she speaks to him in a voice that
appears to be carried on the very wind itself.

MEROPE (off stage): I’ll see you in the morning.

LAND GENTLEMAN: See you...yes. Exactly.

MEROPE (off stage): Goodnight silly.

The LAND GENTLEMAN picks a piece of the MEADOW and stretches out and
closes his eyes, and in that world of half sleep, cannot be certain that in a part
of the Pleiades in the constellation of Taurus, a star seems to be shining a bit
more brightly this evening.

The next morning

The LAND GENTLEMAN opens his eyes and sees MEROPE sprawled atop him
and now quite once again whole and substantial. She opens her eyes almost as
soon as his and covering her mouth yawns and shifts a bit in her perch most
precarious. 

LAND GENTLEMAN: Morning?

MEROPE: Yes it is isn’t it.

MEROPE gets up and stands soon followed by a still puzzled LAND
GENTLEMAN.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Your Sisters?

MEROPE: Are off somewhere. They stay here to dance mostly, but at other
times they tend to go their own way.

LAND GENTLEMAN: You would not mind an impertinent question?



MEROPE; I would not mind a question from you impertinent or otherwise.

LAND GENTLEMAN: You are here now..as well as your Sisters?

MEROPE: I am here now, and every bit of a woman...or girl.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Last night?

The LAND GENTLEMAN points up to the sky.

MEROPE: Yes I was there.

LAND GENTLEMAN: Mind if I ask the how of this?

MEROPE: I do not rightly now the how of this. I only know that I and my
Sisters are set to wander this Earth during the day and return to my home at
Darkness.

LAND GENTLEMAN: And of The Ball?

MEROPE: I have been given permission to be able to stay with you this Night
yes...but this will be the last, and the bargain was that I would never utter the
request again, else I be set in the bowl of the Heavens permanently. So as to
this interest of yours. If indeed you are more than fond of me.

LAND GENTLEMAN: I am.

MEROPE: Then you will never, after Tonight, be able to see me here in this
place after sundown, and if my troth you doth plight, then such a Union, a
marriage will only be whilst the Sun is awake. Although if Love is indeed within
you, and I, then even though we be parted that will not change our feelings.
And if it should change, then we are none the worse for it, unless you wish to
dance with me Sir in broad daylight.

LAND GENTLEMAN: In time perhaps I shall.

MEROPE  rushes up to him and wraps her arm around him and squeezes.

MEROPE: Then you will make me a very happy Star indeed, and I shall outbid
my Sisters to Nightly shine upon you in competition with Cousin Sun.
But for now the day awaits. Whatever shall we do?

LAND GENTLEMAN: I’m sure we’ll come up with something.



LAND GENTLEMAN and MEROPE walk further down the path.

EXTERIOR-TOWN HALL

The LORD MAYOR and the CONSTABLE are standing in front of the structure
in the midst of an exchange.

LORD MAYOR: Constable?

CONSTABLE: I see no one else here.

That remark sets the LORD MAYOR to sputtering again and it takes a while for
him to be able to go on.

LORD MAYOR: Yes...well put. I should like for you to-

CONSTABLE: More work Sir?

LORD MAYOR: Ah but this more than likely will cause you to need to file a
report!

CONSTABLE: A report Sir...why I barely remember what that is.

The CONSTABLE shows his mighty grin again, so even if his elocution is sub
par, his use of dentifrice is extraordinary. 

LORD MAYOR: Yes...my point, oh yes. I should like for you to try and ascertain
just what influence seems to have descended upon Shirona such that we seem
to be getting these Gentlemanly visitors. Normally people are quite intent on
merely leaving us alone.
I should like for you to investigate.

CONSTABLE: A report AND an Investigation. Oh Joy oh Rapture unbounded,
perhaps my lot is indeed a happy one.
And this endeavor is to commence exactly when?

LORD MAYOR: I have heard that Our Preacher has invited the man to our Ball
and Fancy Dress. You shall discreetly-

CONSTABLE: Discreetly.

LORD MAYOR: Yes, and don’t interrupt. You shall discreetly shadow the man



there and afterwards and try to elucidate his intentions with respect to our Fair
place. And if he intends...

The LORD MAYOR turns to the ponderously large statue.

LORD MAYOR: By his actions harm Our Queen.

CONSTABLE: Our Queen?

LORD MAYOR: Now what did I tell you about interrupting! Or do I have to
enroll you in the “Manners Class” of Miss Huxtable in addition to your weekly
“Elocution”.

CONSTABLE(quietly, almost under breath): I am beginning to see the wiseness
of perhaps that other version which was spoken of.

LORD MAYOR: I BEG YOUR PARDON!

CONSTABLE: I shall tend to the matter straightaway. 

The CONSTABLE stiffly bows and sets off to his new found task.

The LORD MAYOR heads back inside to his OFFICE.

EXTERIOR-PICNIC GROVE-CARNIVAL-SHIRONA-EVENING

A clearing, on which at the far end a small orchestra and band is playing dance
music. The way into the space is defined by a rather large wood arbor on which
flowers are entwined in embrace and lights temporarily have been hung as well
as in the boundaries of the grassy space. At the gate or arbor, the PREACHER
dutifully and with respect to Our Queen maintains his post.

The air is teeming with the hustle and bustle of the BALL and FANCY DRESS
and the CARNIVAL, which is past a small line of trees beyond and to the right.
It seems that we now find out that SHIRONA is quite well inhabited indeed, as
everyone has quite crawled out of the woodwork, the cabinetry, and their
Wardrobes, as off in one corner three children dressed somewhat
inappropriately in winter gear, are aimlessly walking around looking for a
lamppost.

Into this scene walks joyfully LAND GENTLEMAN and MEROPE. LAND
GENTLEMAN being somewhat poured and restrained in a suit of the day, Its
bottons and seams holding unto dear life as they have an endless battle with



the large mans musculature, MEROPE in an almost mind blowing explosion of
silk and crinoline, her petticoats arriving in the scene some substantial clock
ticks before the rest of her, cut unabashedly but coyly to show her well formed
and modest young bosom. Her hand in the hand of the LAND GENTLEMAN,
who seems to be kneading the back of his neck in obvious distress, and
discomfort. Finally he cannot help him self and looks her in the eye.

LAND GENTLEMAN:  My dear Merope, would you mind if I asked a question?

MEROPE: Certainly not if it will ease your well observed demeanor.

LAND GENTLEMAN: I was wondering...no seriously considering, how in such a
construction as you are wearing...that one...well how is it that one would easily
facilitate courtship and spooning? That is if I was seriously inclined to do such
with your person.

MEROPE  laughs and tosses her well braided and ribboned hair.

MEROPE: Worry not...for yes it is true that to erect such a contraption of the
human kind that you see before you did require several hours of hard good
clean God fearing work, and a half a dozen other ladies in assistance. That if
the gentleman would be so inclined.

LAND GENTLEMAN: I might.

MEROPE: That getting out of such an assembly could, if the incentive was
correctly and properly offered.

LAND GENTLEMAN: And it might.

MEROPE: Be accomplished most effortlessly and efficaciously, and well of
course expeditiously. 

LAND GENTLEMAN: I see.

MEROPE: But we approach the entrance and Father, is in attendance and on
watch, so such idle conversation and speculation, should for the moment
cease. Else his mettle as a Preacher be tested more than you have already done
so.

The two of them in fact approach the PREACHER, who yes is doubling, if not
tripling as the TICKET TAKER. The LAND GENTLEMAN looks carefully, for on
the table as well is the GOOD BOOK, and quite a distance away from the grasp



of its owner. A gesture which is not lost on the PREACHER.

PREACHER: See my good man...it is a good distance away but still within
reach if I should ever need it.

LAND GENTLEMAN: If you should need it.

The PREACHER returns to his immediate task, and the LAND GENTLEMAN,
and MEROPE enter the space arm in arm, MEROPE, such as she is able,
madly skipping about, enjoying for the moment the freedom of being although
Earth bound, still freely able to move about. Lastly looking up in the sky at her
watchful SISTERS far above.
The two of them join the maddening crowd, and care not how long this night
might last.

The NARRATOR walks into the scene.

NARRATOR:

And so Bright Merope, youngest of the Pleiades, stayed on Earth this very night
and enjoyed the Company of her Gentleman as her Sisters stayed on their

Task. And as the second of our Parts comes to an end, we find that the subtle
workings of our Story begun by our damp friend, continue onward and Shirona

finds herself gently pushed towards Our Conclusion.

So I take leave of you now, until the next Part should begin, and thankfully am
casting off these robes you see me in before you, and become the somewhat

more beautiful and crafty Alliaceae for the next part of Our Journey. But fear
not, to this post shall I return to bind all of this in a hand fast before our

Curtain falls for the last.

So to our Rest we shall go...to resume when the Curtain and Story rises yet
again.

End of Act Two

THE SECOND INTERMISSION

begins.


